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BSI Training Academy
Your complete guide to  
ISO 31000:2009 Risk 
Management training



ISO 31000 – Understanding the interntional standard 
that helps manage your business risk

Turn risk into potential gain for your organization. An ISO 31000:2009 accredited Risk 

Management System can empower you to explore new markets and opportunities while 

protecting your business. Innovate with confidence by choosing our ISO 31000:2009 risk 

management training courses and make sure your systems are robust enough to manage risk.

Easily identify root causes, put systems in place to stop recurrence and understand common 

threats to a company of your size and sector so you can take preventative measures.

Look after your reputation, employees, customers and stakeholders with a course tailored to 

your needs and delivered by ISO 31000:2009 experts.

Find out more about ISO 31000 
by visiting our website 
bsigroup.ae/ISO 31000 or call us 
on +971 4 336 4917

http://page.bsigroup.com/l/73472/2017-08-28/8kkls4


Our expertise

As the world’s first National Standards Body an  

founding member of ISO, no one knows standards like 

BSI. And when you train with us you benefit from thi  

experience. You can trust us to say we know what we’re 

talking about and you’ll benefit from a premium learnin

experience. When it comes to standards even our 

competitors choose us. 

Why make BSI your first choice for ISO 31000:2009 training

When it comes to teaching how to make standards 

work, our tutors are the best in the business. As 

experienced assessors with years of hands-on business 

and industry experience, they understand the challenges 

you’re most likely to face. They are passionate about 

standards and have a proven ability to facilitate great 

learning. 

Our tutors

Our approach
Accelerated Learning 

We really understand how training works and that 

everyone learns and retains knowledge differently. 

Based on the latest research, our accelerated learning 

approach is proven to fast-track learning, improve 

knowledge retention and ensures you can apply your 

knowledge straight away. We constantly evaluate our 

results based on your satisfaction and success rate, to 

provide the best training experience in the industry.

Our solution 

We provide a proven pathway to success, wherever you 

are in your training journey. So whether you want to 

build your knowledge, learn how to implement or how 

to audit and improve your management system, we 

have the right solution for you. You’ll also learn right 

beside your peers; we’ll discuss real-world challenges 

and share best practice based on over 100 years’ 

experience.
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Why invest in training from BSI?

When you attend a BSI training course, our tutors are 

the best in the business. They’re truly passionate about 

sharing their knowledge and ensuring you learn. Trusted 

experts with years of hands-on and business experience, 

they bring the subject matter to life with relevant and 

contemporary examples that means you can focus on 

learning. 

Network and learn best practices from a 

variety of sectors with our diversified schedule 

of courses and locations.

Talk to one of our experts to find out more.

This could be a convenient and cost effective 

option, especially if you have multiple 

delegates.

Talk to one of our experts to find out more.

Public Training Courses are available Training delivered at your site

http://page.bsigroup.com/l/73472/2017-07-30/8f3npz
http://page.bsigroup.com/l/73472/2017-07-30/8f3nq2


BSI Training Academy courses help you to 
understand and get the most out of ISO 31000

Who is this for You’ll discover

• Those who want to implement a

risk management sytem.
• The purpose of effective risk

management

• How a risk management system works

• Identify and manage risk across your
organization

• Understand how to prevent
risk recurrence

ISO/ 31000:2009 Understanding – 1 day

ISO31000:2009 Principles and Guidelines – 2 days 

Who is this for You’ll discover How this will help you

• Those who want to implement a risk

management sytem.

1 2 1 2 3 1 2 3 4

1 2 3 1 2 3 41 2

3 4

Level

Upon successful completion 
of your course, you’ll receive 
an internationally 
recognized BSI certificate.

1Level

• Identify ways to integrate risk

management with other

management systems

•
Understand each stage of
implementing ISO 31000:2009

• Confident in a robust risk

management system

• Increase flexibility and stability in
changing market conditions

How this will help you

• Customer and industry
recognition



ISO 31000:2009 Understanding 
training course

Our course agenda

• Welcome and introductions

• Course aims, objectives and structure

• Background and development of ISO 31000

• Terms and Definitions

• Fundamentals of Risk and Risk Management

•

•

•

•

•

2 1 2 3 1 2 3 4Make ISO 31000:2009 risk management central to your daily operations. And learn how to systematically minimize 

business threats and maximize performance with our Understanding ISO 31000:2009 Risk Management training 

course.

Make sure this is the right course for you.

This is the course for you if:

•

What is the course like?

• 1 day

• Led by a BSI expert tutor

• Relaxed and comfortable learning

environment

• You will receive comprehensive

course materials to take away

How will I benefit?

•

• Understand how to prevent risk
recurrance

Level 1

Importance and Benefits of ISO 31000

Structure, Key Concepts and Principles of 
ISO 31000

ISO 31000 Guidelines:

Framework

Process

• Reflection, Feedback and close of day

• Increase business resiliency
and customer confidence

• Flexibility to innovate and
respond to change

Book today at  
bsigroup.ae/training

•

Ability to identify and manage 
risk across your organization

Those who want to implement 
a risk management system

Risk managers and those 
responsible for risk 
management systems

http://page.bsigroup.com/l/73472/2017-07-30/8f3npz


ISO 31000:2009 Principles & Guidelines
Training course
Organizations that recognize the importance of managing risk can benefit from implementing a formal risk 

management system. BSI’s 1 day course on implementing risk management will guide you through the development of 

a framework to effectively manage your organization’s risks.

Our full course agenda helps you understand what to expect:

1

2 1 2 3 1 2 3 4

Make sure this is the right course for you.

This is the course for you if: What is the course like?

• 2 days

• Led by a BSI expert tutor

• Relaxed and comfortable learning

environment

How will I benefit?

• Confidence in a robust risk
management systems

• Increase flexibility and stability in
changing market conditions

• ISO 31000:2009 expertise
within your organization

• Customer and industry
recognition of risk management

1 2Level

• You are involved in the planning,

implementing, or supervising

ISO 31000

• You are Risk Manager and

responsible for risk

management

Day 1 Day 2

• Conduct Baseline Gap
Analysis

• Outline a process for
implementation of a risk
management framework

• Specify the
components and
process of buidling a
risk management
framework

• Specify the structure and
flow of the risk
management process

• Continual
Improvements

• Course review & questions

• Reflection & feedback

Book today at  
bsigroup.ae/training

• Welcome and introductions

• Course aims, objectives and
structure

• Background and
development of ISO 31000

• Terms and Definitions

• Fundamentals of Risk and
Risk Management

• Importance and Benefits of
ISO 31000

• Structure, Key Concepts and
Principles of ISO 31000

•

•

•

ISO 31000 Guidelines:

Framework

Process

• Reflection, Feedback
and close of day

http://page.bsigroup.com/l/73472/2017-07-30/8f3npz


BSI Management Systems Limited
Suite 208, 2nd Floor
Sultan Business Centre
PO Box 26444
Dubai-UAE - UAE
T: +971 4 336 4917
F: +971 4 336 0309

British Standards Institution Group 
Middle East Limited Liability Company
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Doha - Qatar
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F: +974 40 29 9002

BSI Management Systems Limited
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T: +971 2 443 9660
F: +971 2 443 9664
ACTVET license number 320/2015

BSI Group South Africa (Pty) Ltd 
210 Amarand Avenue
Regus Business Park
Menlyn Maine, Waterkloof Ext 2 
Pretoria 0181
South Africa
Tel:  +27 (0)12 004 0279

The trademarks in this material (for example the BSI logo or the word “KITEMARK”) are
registered and un-registered trademarks owned by The British Standards Institution in
the UK and certain other countries throughout the world 

Knowledge

BSI works with business experts, government 
bodies, trade associations and consumer groups 
to capture best practice and structure the 
knowledge all organizations need to succeed. The 
majority of the widely used and implemented 
international standards were originally shaped by 
BSI, for example ISO 9001 – Quality Management 
and ISO 14001 – Environmental Management.

Assurance

Independent assessment of the conformity of a process 
or product to a particular standard ensures that our 
clients perform to a high level of excellence. We help 
our clients understand how they are performing, 
thereby identifying areas of improvement from within.

Compliance

To experience real, long-term benefi s, our clients need 
to ensure on-going compliance to a standard so that 
it becomes an embedded habit. We train our clients to 
understand standards and how to implement them, as 
well as provide services and differentiated management 
tools to facilitate the process of on-going compliance.

At BSI we create excellence by driving the success of our clients through standards. We enable others to 
perform better, manage risk and achieve sustainable growth. For over a century our experts have been 
challenging mediocrity and complacency to help embed excellence into the way people and products 
work. We make excellence a habit.

Why BSI?

Our products and services
We provide a unique combination of complementary products and services, managed through our three 
business streams; Knowledge, Assurance and Compliance.




